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FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Louie Cecala
2 reviews

Jim always helps me with all of my orders. He makes 
ordering materials and any fabrication I may need done, 
simple and headache free. Their material is beautiful. Very 
happy I found this supplier.

Bulent B
Local Guide·7 reviews

info@eleganceus.com

I needed porcelain tiles for my house and I ordered them 
from Elegance by NT Trading. I bought Zebrino Bianco tiles. I 
am very satisfied with the quality and the look. Customer 
service is very responsive, an A+ for them!
Overall strongly recommended!

Ozge Filiz Topcuoglu
1 review

Thank you Elegance for their customer service and great 
product. I bought wood look porcelain tile for my family room. 
We couldn't be happier with our purchase!

Naugatuck Masonry
1 review

Very good customer service. Great quality material. Highly 
recommended.

Nicole Monan
2 reviews

The best! Fast and reliable!! Wouldn’t go anywhere else

Jamie Cohen (Manhattan Place Ent)
6 reviews

NT Trading is the best company for tiles.  Their customer 
service is excellent.  Jim Uger is amazing. They go above 
and beyond.  They make time on the weekends, dropped off 
samples to our house after hours..  Their stones are top 
notch!  We renovated our kitchen and it looks so beautiful.  
We also bought our pool ivory travertine tiles from there as 
well. The Pool deck stays cool all summer long and looks so 
elegant!  Don't go anywhere else!

Gappsi Giuseppe Abbrancati
Local Guide·68 reviews

Gappsi Have been dealing with Elegance for a few years, we 
display their products at our showroom in Smithtown NY and 
our clients love their products. They have a great selection of 
natural stone and porcelain pavers and veneers

Tim Kerins
2 reviews

This is a great business, not only do they have a large 
selection of top quality stone and tile the customer service is 
also incredible. Very friendly and willing to make time to help 
you out and explain their products to you. Will not hesitate in 
using their products in the future and recommending them to 
clients. Thank you Jim and your team!

Jason SMITH
Local Guide·47 reviews

There is very good and quality stone and porcelain options 
here. I got travertine stone which is really good quality. Also 
good customer services and I got quick responses everytime.
Thank you Elegance By NT
Highly Recommended.

Fabricio “Italia Outdoor” Denadae
3 reviews

Best porcelain, trevertine & marble products on the market . 
We Designed many projects in long island NY using  their 
products and all our costumes are extremely happy with the 
outcome. It brings the project to a totally different level. Highly 
recommended.

Daisy Design
1 review

Elegance have friendly stuff and superb customer service. 
They have wide selection of high quality natural stones and 
porcelain pavers. Highly recommended.

JB Blanchard
2 reviews

NT Trading is a great supplier and partner for us here at 
RoofDeck Solutions,  providing a broad selection of high 
quality products in local inventory for the RoofDeck industry. 
They have a lot of landscape and hardscape materials also.

Dorita Rojas
4 reviews

They have great quality stone of all kinds. Shirley was of a lot 
of help very professional!

Vicki Sandore
1 review

It's a pleasure dealing with NT Trading.  Always quality 
material and great customer service.
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